JANUARY 2018
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to the first of our 2018 magazines.
Our 2017 activities concluded with a great Christmas night at the clubhouse with the awards for the
annual competition class winners and the presentation of the 2017 Best in Show. The night truly was
a celebration of the hobby and the models produced by the club members. Congratulations must go
to Barry Sharman for a landslide win, despite the healthy competition on the finalists table. It was a
privilege to present the awards, albeit in a rather chaotic fashion! I promise it went better in
rehearsals….
And so we move into 2018 with plenty to look forward to over the coming months. Our show schedule,
published on the last page of this edition is full, with enough local and not so local shows for us to
attend and enjoy. We have 12 shows lined up, not including our own show on July 14th. The calendar
suggests we are doing Milton Keynes, but we are not booked in, so it’s likely that we may do a visit.
Personally, I will be displaying with Les Garagistes, so I’ll be there anyway.
As I write, we do not have a group build project for 2018, though there is an unofficial Mosquito build
going on with a few members, with the intention of displaying the completed models together at
Telford later this year. If you’d care to dig out a Mosquito from your stash, you are more than welcome
to contribute to the display. However, with a forthcoming committee meeting due before the
February AGM, we might just hatch a group build plan in time for this year.
On the same subject, I have decided to hold over my final Mosquito instalment until next month – as
it’s not finished yet!! Despite having 13 days off during the Christmas break, I only managed about 15
or so hours of modelling – just not quite enough time to do what I needed to. I know some of you will
be devastated at the thought of waiting another month for an instalment, but hopefully it’ll be worth
the wait!
As ever, we are on the look- out for articles for the magazine, and with another, 11 or so issues to fill
before year’s end, there’s plenty of space available for your builds, visits and show reports. Please
note as Tony is away during February for a few weeks, that issue will become a joint publication with
the March edition. In the meantime however, please send in your articles to Tony as normal.
Live long and build them all!
Paul
Club President

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire,
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about
our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s
completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn
up – see the last page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
PHOTO NIGHT – JANUARY 17TH
We are holding another photo night session during the main January meeting as a means to build up
some more stock photos of members models for both publication within the magazine and the club’s
website (seriously overdue an update). I will hopefully remember to actually bring the stands for the
lights as I’m sure this method will offer a lot less stress for the photographer!! The shoot will last for
90 minutes allowing for 15-20 models to be photographed depending on size and complexity. Below
are some examples from last year’s shoot in October.
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SOUTH WEST MODEL SHOW – FEBRUARY 10/11TH
Our first event for 2018 is just a matter of weeks away – the Bovington Tank Museum will be holding
their first of two shows this year, both of which are two day events. The event is the newly titled ‘South
West Model Show’ and that’s’ not all that’s new as the decision to go extend the show to two days
has caused some ruffled feathers amongst the clubs that have previously attended – however, I
believe with some nifty organisation we can easily support this show and play our part in helping to
make it a success. A number of clubs have rejected the two day idea, and the organisers have offered
a one or two day option for those clubs that wish to display for one day only.
We are in the fortunate position of being fairly local to the event, and we have sufficient numbers to
create two different displays over the two days. The proposal is that we have a new team of modellers
display on the Sunday, so that those are going on the Saturday have the option to return the next day
if they wish to do so, alongside some ‘Sunday’ exhibitors to the Romsey table. At the last show in
October 2017, we had 11 exhibiting modellers plus some others visiting for the day. I’m sure we can
muster plenty of support for both days.
I will speak with Mark Husband about organising wristbands for the Sunday attendees and we will
discuss who plans to go during parish notices at the next meeting.
Further details on the event can be found at the museum website.
http://www.tankmuseum.org/whats-on/events/bovevt64074

2018 AGM
We will be holding our annual general meeting during the main February club night. The meeting will
last approximately one hour, allowing for tea/coffee and a chat before 9 pm. There will be a formal
agenda to go through, which should cover most aspects of the club activities for 2017and looking
forward further into 2018. All are welcome, in fact encouraged, and with an open platform for
discussion we hope many members can bring ideas, comments and suggestions on how the club is
run.

VINTAGE KIT COMPETITION
The reaction to the announcement of this competition has been very encouraging, so we are going
ahead with holding the contest night during the main meeting in September. I’ve already seen a few
ageing kit’s appear on the pages of the Facebook group and at the club meetings, with many gearing
up for the plastic challenge that awaits them! Those of you hoping for a manufacturer competition
this year will need to wait for 2019, as it has been shelved to make way for this one. But rest assured;
it will be back.
So, if you fancy having a go the good news is there will be no restrictions as to what kit you choose to
build, genre or material. The kit can be a reissue of an old mould. Aftermarket upgrades can be used
to enhance the model and replacements decals can be used too. As long as the kit moulds are pre
1985, it qualifies.
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ANNUAL COMPETITION AWARDS DECEMBER 2017
The post November annual competition
night meet ups are always an intriguing
affair, with many members offering a view
on who won (or should have won!) which
category and who might pick up the Best In
Show. Only Sean and I know the category
winners prior to the December evening
announcements. Most however, predicted
that Barry Sharman’s 1/72nd HMS Grenadier
would walk off with the BiS trophy, and so it
proved to be the case. After securing a
category win by a huge margin, Barry’s
model repeated that feat by winning enough
votes to secure his first John Cox Memorial
Barry Sharman received the John Cox Memorial trophy
trophy with more than twice the points of
from Sean Summers
his nearest rival Russell. Rounding out the
top three was my humble offering of a 1/12th scale bike. Russell’s Balkans diorama certainly was eyecatching and would have proven to be a tough choice for some to vote against.
Congratulations to Barry for the contest win and to all those that managed a category win. With the
level of modelling improving every year a win isn’t easy to achieve, though Russell’s three class wins
proves what can be done. I hope Russell felt the trip back home to retrieve a forgotten model was
worth the effort! Thank
you to everyone (all 24 of
you) that entered models,
which always helps to
make the competition as
healthy as it currently is. I
must also thank Sean who
organised the trophies
again this year and is
currently sorting the new
winning name to add to
the John Cox Memorial
trophy
So, for the second year in
a row, a waterborne
model has won Best in
Show. I wonder what
2018 will bring? With the
promise of some big
The John Cox Memorial Trophy Winner 2018: Barry Sharman’s HMS
projects
being
Grenadier
constructed this year, it
may prove to be another tough round of voting to discover the best model of 2018. Here is the full
results table and the detail of the best in show voting.
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Entry
No

Photo

Title

Entrant

1st’s

2nd’s

3rd’s

(3 PTS)

(2PTS)

(1PT)

Total

Placing

11

7TH

I

15

5TH

III

3

9TH

AIRCRAFT 1/72ND SCALE AND BELOW

1

Dutch Trainer
Spitfire (A2)

Will Booth

III

III

2

Hawker
Tempest

Nigel Robins

IIII

I

3

Photo Spitfire

Will Booth

4

Spitfire Mk16

Will Booth

I

III

IIII

13

6TH

5

Viscount

Brian
Sampson

IIIIII

IIIIIII

III

35

3RD

7

6

SR71
Blackbird

Keith Farmer

II

IIIII

IIIIIII

23

4TH

7

Wildcat

Sean
Summers

IIIII

IIIIIIII

IIIIIIII

39

2ND

8

Caudron
Simoun 1940

Simon De
Montefalcon

I

I

3

8TH

9

B17 G

Tony Adams

IIIIIIIII
III

IIIIII

IIIIIII

55

1ST

AIRCRAFT ABOVE 1/72ND

10

Stropp

David Pogson

IIIIIIIII
II

IIIIIIIIII

IIIIIIIII
I

63

2ND

11

Typhoon
Mk1B

Tony Adams

IIIIIIIII
IIIII

IIIIIIIIII
III

IIII

72

1ST

8

12

Junkers 1

Sean
Summers

IIIIIIII

IIIIIIIII

IIIIIIIII
IIIIII

57

3RD

7

7TH

MILITARY VEHICLES

13

Churchill

Les
Stephenson

II

I

14

IOF AMX 13

Karl Scammell

IIIII

III

IIIII

26

3RD

48

Cromwell

David Pogson

III

IIIIIIIIII

IIIIIII

26

4TH

15

Case Tractor

Keith Hawkins

III

II

IIIIII

19

6TH

16

Tortoise Load

Barry
Sharman

IIIIIII

IIIIII

II

35

2ND

9

17

DF21

Karl Scammell

IIII

II

18

Dodge

Sean
Summers

I

I

19

Winter Stug

Russell Eden

IIIIIIII

IIIIIIII

IIIIIIIII

25

5TH

5

8TH

IIII

44

1ST

FIGURES

20

Centurion
Titus Pluto

Dave O’Meara

IIIIIIIII
III

IIIIII

IIIIIII

53

1st

21

Royalist

Dave O’Meara

III

I

IIIIII

17

5th

22

French
Grenadier

Steve
Edwards

III

IIIIIII

IIIIII

22

4th

10

23

French
Legionnaire

Steve
Edwards

IIIIIIIII

IIIIIII

IIIIIII

32

2nd

24

British
Grenadier

Steve
Edwards

IIIII

IIIIIIIIII
I

IIIII

32

3rd

CIVILIAN VEHICLES

25

Full Metal
Demon GT-R

Lee Gilbert

IIII

III

IIIIIIIII
III

28

4TH

26

Falklands Vet

Nick Burden

IIIIIIIII
III

IIIIIIIII

IIIII

59

2ND

27

Girls Und
Panzer Drift
car

Russell Eden

I

IIIIIIIIII
I

IIIIIIIII
II

36

3RD

28

Honda
RC211V

Paul Adams

IIIIIIIII
IIIIIII

IIIIIIIIII

IIIII

73

1ST

SHIPS

11

29

HMS
Grenadier

Barry
Sharman

30

Liaonine

Keith Farmer

31

RN XE-Craft

Mark
Husband

32

HMS Beagle

Steve
Lidstone

IIIIIIIII
IIII
IIIIIIIII
IIIII

II

II

87

1st

I

IIIII

7

4th

III

IIIIIIIIII
IIII

IIIIIIIII
IIII

50

3rd

III

IIIIIIIIII
IIIIII

IIIIIIIII
IIII

54

2nd

DIORAMAS

33

Breslau ‘45

Luke Hayes

IIIII

III

III

24

3RD

34

Rounds
Complete

Luke Hayes

IIII

IIIII

III

25

2ND

12

35

Time for Tea

Andy James

III

IIIII

II

21

4TH

36

Jasta 30 Hack

David Pogson

IIIII

I

I

18

6TH

37

Caunter
Attack

David Pogson

II

II

II

12

J7TH

38

Staghound

Andy James

II

II

II

12

J7TH

39

Patrolling the
Balkans

Russell Eden

IIIIII

IIIII

IIIII

36

1ST

40

Le Fevre Tank
Buster

Karl Scammell

III

I

7

11TH

13

41

There She
Blows

Luke Hayes

II

42

Churchill

Les
Stephenson

43

When the
gents went
marching in…

44

Time for a
brew

IIIII

IIII

20

5TH

II

IIII

10

10TH

Chris Philips

I

I

4

12TH

Chris Phillips

I

I

IIIII

10

9TH

IIIII

IIII

83

1ST

IIIII

IIIIIIIII

22

4TH

SCI-FI, FANTASY AND REAL SPACE

45

Double
Trouble

Russell Eden

IIIIIIIII
II
IIIIIIIII
III

46

You weren’t
there man!

Russell Eden

I

14

47

Billy Boy

Ray
Broadbent

IIIII

IIIIIIIIII
I

IIIIIIIII
I

47

2ND

49

Girls Knight
Out

Russell Eden

IIIII

IIIIIIIIII
I

IIIIIIII

45

3RD

THE JOHN COX MEMORIAL TROPHY VOTING

Class 1 Winner : B-17 – Tony Adams

Class 2 Winner :Typhoon 1B – Tony Adams

Class3 Winner : Winter Stug – Russel Eden

Class 4 Winner :Centurion – Dave O’Meara
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Entry
No

Class 5 Winner : Honda RC211V – Paul Adams

Class 6 Winner :HMS Grenadier – Barry Sharman

Class7 Winner :Patrolling the Balkans– Russell Eden

Class 8 Winner :Double Trouble – Russell Eden

Class

Title

Entrant

1st’s

2nd’s

3rd’s

(3 PTS)

(2PTS)

(1PT)

Total

Placing

2017 JOHN COX MEMORIAL TROPHY RESULTS
9

C1

B17G

Tony Adams

II

III

IIIIIII

19

4TH

11

C2

TYPHOON MK1B

Tony Adams

I

IIIIIIII

11

6TH

19

C3

WINTER STUG

Russell Eden

II

IIII

14

5TH

20

C4

CENTURION

Dave O’Meara

-

-

28

C5

HONDA RC211V

Paul Adams

II

IIIIIIII

IIII

26

3RD

29

C6

HMS GRENADIER

Barry Sharman

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

IIIIIIII

I

62

1ST

39

C7

PATROLLING THE BALKANS

Russell Eden

IIIII

IIIIII

III

30

2ND

45

C8

DOUBLE TROUBLE

Russell Eden

I

I

I

6

7TH

II
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SIMON SAYS DONATION
At our Xmas club meeting we presented a cheque for
£300 to SimonSays (http://www.simonsays.org.uk),
the charity we supported at our July show, this
follows our £150 donation last year.
Brian Adams gratefully received the cheque on
behalf of the charity and gave us a brief talk on their
work in supporting family’s that are affected by a
bereavement. Hopefully we can continue to support
the charity in the coming years.

Paul Adams presents an infeasibly large cheque to Brian Adams (no relation) of Simon
Says
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AIRFIX 1/24 HAWKER TYPHOON MK.IB (PART 3)
TONY ADAMS

PAINTING: PREPARATION
With the assembly complete, the model was given a coat of Mr
Surfacer 1500 my preferred primer. Black seems to show up
imperfections in the surface and seam lines, many of which now
became apparent. These
were filled and sanded
before being re-primed, the
primer does acts as a micro
filler so surface scratches are
instantaneously dealt with.
Due to the amount of
sanding I had had to do to
get the cowling to fit many
panel lines and rivet details
had been removed, so there
The primer showed areas that
followed several hours of
needed rework
rescribing and punching
rivets using a sowing needle in a pin vice.
Somehow over the course of the
Restoring rivet detail
build I had lost the radiator flap
so I had to make a new one from plasti-card and scribe the rivet to
match the original’s panel lines. Once the primed it wasn’t obvious
that this wasn’t a kit part.
Once I was happy with the surface, I rubbed the primer down with
6000 grade micromesh, proving a smooth surface for the main paint
to go onto.
New radiator flap

PAINTING : I LOVE MARMITE
Having seen plenty of photos of Typhoons, it was
clear that they go pretty bashed up, giving plenty of
scope for paint chipping. I have tried chipping media
without much success recently (on my Tomahawk)
but it
didn’t
work
well
and
after a
few
moths
Mummm Marmite…
the
paint is cracking., I didn’t want to take the risk of that
happening to this so I decided to fall back on the old
stalwart – Marmite.
Adding Marmite with a sponge
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I sprayed silver along areas that I wanted to chip, mainly removable panels, wing leading edges and
roots. The marmite was applied with a sponge to produce a random speckled pattern.
The marmite doesn’t dry so you have to be
careful with handling the model (a couple of
times I forgot and ended up with it on my
fingers - Yum) and so had to repeat the
application.
I then applied the bottom colour using my now
standard black basing technique. The paint
was sprayed in random narrow squiggles (the
air brush was run at low pressure, very close to
the model), due to the size of the model this
took ages! Once one I spayed a heavily thinned

Black Basing – adding random areas of colour over the
black

colour over the squiggles gradually building up the
depth of colour but still allows a subtle colour variation
to be seen.
Next up was the top camouflage colours, I started with
the Dark Green, using the same technique applied to the
bottom, I blocked out the camo pattern free hand. The
silver paint around the panel lines produced another
type of colour variation which was a happy unintended
effect. I then spayed the Dark Grey. I then tidied the
pattern getting rid of any overspray.
The end result is an interesting colour variation
Next I masked the invasion stripes, and used Tamiya
Fine White primer applied using the black basing technique.

Initial camouflage applied

Grey added and invasion stripes added
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With the main painting largely complete the subtle effect of the black basing can be full appreciated

The yellow wing leading edges were painted and the paint allowed to dry thoroughly before water
was applied with a stiff paint brush to dissolve the Marmite and revel the paint chipping.
I masked the wing route walk ways and added some more Marmite before spraying the area black,
when the Marmite was removed I was really pleased with the weathering in this area.
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GIVING THE MODEL AN IDENTITY
The aircraft I had decided to represent was Typhoon IB MN570 on
or very near D-Day. The aircraft was assigned to the Second Tactical
Air Force, 84 Group, 123 Wing Thorney Island and was flown by
Wing Commander R.E.P. Brooker, 198 Squadron, 609 Squadron.

Further information on the pilot
Wing Commander Richard
Edgar Peter Brooker. can be
found here
https://www.backtonormandy.
org/personal-stories/1336richard-edgar-peterbrooker.html

Typhoon IB MN570 takes off on D-Day

The distinctive feature of the MN570 was the red spinner with yellow spiral band, painting this would
be a challenge. As luck would have it MN570 was represented in the 1/48 Italeri kit so I was able to
scan the decal
sheet,
which
contained a decal
for the spiral, resize
it to 1/24 and print
the result onto
some
masking
material.
The spinner was
spayed yellow, the
mask applied and
then it was sprayed
red. I added some
white to the red and used it to fade the spinner in random areas.
I had now completed the majority of the paint scheme, I now had
to add the decals, complete the weathering and finalise the
electronics, all of which I will cover in the next instalment.
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KITASTROPHIK KOGITAT IONS
GRAY SHARPLING

A (hopefully) regular monthly column
Happy New Year to you all, and now that the new term has started, I’ve got to ask the same question
that many children are probably asking each other as they return to school after the holidays:
So what did Santa bring you this Christmas?

SANTA’S SLEDGE
I won’t bore you all with the current contents of my stash, that’s probably the subject for another
month of Kitastrophik Kogitations. Unlike many, my stash isn’t huge – although I must admit that it
has more than doubled in size since Bandai started releasing their beautifully detailed Star Wars kits
– the number is still only around the three-dozen mark. However, I also have a long list of kits on my
“Want’s List”. This list is definitely far longer than I could ever hope to build in my lifetime (actually,
given the speed I build, even my current stash is probably bigger than I could hope to build in my
lifetime, but again, that is also a possible subject for another month), but I still include my kit Want’s
List on the letter I send to Santa at the North Pole every year. I have never yet received anything from
the list as an actual present, either for Christmas or birthdays, so in reality it is probably used more for
my own benefit so I can keep track. As you can probably tell - I like lists.
This year however, there were a couple of kits that I had had on pre-order for a while, and both arrived
in time to stretch the point and be called Christmas presents, if only from me to myself.
The first was the new 1/144th scale Discovery One spaceship from the movie “2001: A Space Odyssey”,
from Moebius Models. This was one of those “must have” kits that I had dreamed about owning ever
since I was a kid. 2001 is my absolute favourite movie of all time. No question. And it has been a lifelong disappointment that there has been no main-stream kit of The Discovery ever before. There have
been a few “garage” versions in resin over the years, some of quite high detail, but my meagre level
of modelling skills meant a full-resin kit has always been beyond my capabilities, as well as stretching
the wallet more than I was willing to pay. So Moebius’s new offering was a revelation, and the answer
to a childhood prayer. The detail is great, when finished it’s over a metre long(!), and from what I can
see it looks very accurate, so it’s almost all I could have hoped for. My only disappointment is that it
does not come with any interior. The command module is just an empty shell. This is one model that
is crying out for an open pod-bay and lighting, as seen in this most-famous still:
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I needn’t have worried however, as the after-market independents are already starting to announce
add-on sets to “fill the gaps” in the original Moebius kit (haha, see what I did there?). So Moebius’
loss is their gain. Anyway, let’s hope the kit itself goes together as well as it looks “on the sprue”, and
better than certain Kitty Hawk kits I won’t mention. When I eventually get around to building it (no
pressure!), it will be… erm… “interesting” to transport though – long, thin, and very, very delicate.
The second kit that arrived in time for Christmas, as mentioned in September’s Kitastrophik
Kogitations, was Bandai’s new “Perfect Grade” 1/72nd scale Star Wars Millennium Falcon.

That’s a standard 30cm ruler to the right to give an
idea of the size of the box.

The separate front and rear halves of the lower hull,
enabling different versions to be released later.

I bored you all in September with what details were then known about this kit. Since then, there have
been several in-box reviews and on-line builds appearing on the InterWebs and MyFaceTube thingy’s,
so I won’t repeat what they say here. One not-very-surprising thing that has emerged is that the way
Bandai have engineered the kit means that they can easily swap-out hull sections to allow them to
make any of the three main versions of the Falcon from the one basic set of moulds. The front-lower
half of the hull is a separate piece, so in the future Bandai could swap that part out to produce a fivelanding-gear “Empire Strikes Back” version, and then just swap the radar dish for a square-dish and
add some extra greeblies to give a “Force Awakens” version. Thus maximising the usability (and
profit), from the initial outlay to produce the kit in the first place. For a Bandai kit however, I must
admit considerable surprise to find several online reviewers noting that this kit actually has a couple
of very minor and easily fixed fit issues! Shock! Horror! Gasp! Bandai have just slipped a smidgen in
my estimations!
I also noticed that this means I now have four Millennium Falcon’s in my stash! They cover a variety
of different makes, versions and scales; so maybe I ought to think about actually building one?
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IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM (IWM) LONDON.
KARL SCAMMELL

The IWM London has been on my bucket list of museums to visit for a long time and earlier this month
I finally was able to tick it off the list. It is approximately 40 years since I last visited the IWM as a child
and the memories of my previous visit have long since faded so I was looking forward to seeing how
the museum and its exhibits have been transformed in the intervening years.

The main entrance with the 15” naval guns.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF T HE MUSEUM
The museum was first established towards the end of the First World War in 1917. Its first home was
at the Crystal Palace, then South Kensington and then finally at the current site in Lambeth which it
occupied in 1936. The building that it currently occupies has historical significance in its own right as
it used to be the Bethlem Royal Hospital or ‘Bedlam’. This hospital was a place of treatment for the
mentally ill and was first established in 1247. The building has had significant alteration in the last 30
years to establish new galleries and exhibition areas, the last major works completed in 2014. In
addition to the Lambeth site, the IWM has four further branches which are HMS Belfast, Churchill War
Rooms, Duxford Air Museum and IWM North in Manchester.
TODAY’S MUSEUM
The museum today consists of six floors containing various galleries and exhibition areas with a central
large atrium area containing several large exhibits. Within the atrium suspended from the roof are a
V2 rocket, V1 Flying Bomb, Spitfire and a Harrier GR7. Located on the floor of the atrium are a RHA
gun carriage, T-34 tank, Press Agency Land Rover operated on the Gaza strip and a Baghdad car
destroyed in a suicide bombing.
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V1 and V2 located within the Atrium.

The main entrance to the museum is located on level 1, with the First World War exhibition located
on the lower ground floor (level 0).

Spitfire in the foreground, Harrier in the background.
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T-34 located on Atrium floor.

The First World War exhibition is certainly the most detailed I have seen on this subject and covers
every facet of the conflict and its impact on people’s lives both on the frontline and at home.

Model of HMS Hercules, battleship

The exhibition leads you chronologically through the events of the conflict starting with the political
situation in Europe prior to August 1914 when British forces entered the conflict and finishing with
the terms of the Armistice agreed on the 11th November 1918.
There are several large exhibits within this section including a British 9.2” howitzer, Sopwith Camel
and MkV tank. There is a trench section that you can walk through although in my opinion this is poor
in comparison with the trench walk through at Bovington Tank Museum. Anyone interested in
modelling this conflict would probably find the variety of uniforms displayed, of most interest.
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On next to level 1 where the World War 2
exhibits are displayed. The title of this
exhibition is Turning Points 1939-45 where the
theme is to illustrate some of the major key
events of this conflict. However, the detail
seems somewhat lacking in comparison with
the First World War exhibition. In mitigation,
space constraints, building layout and the
significance of the 100-year anniversary of the
First World War explain some of these issues.
There are several large exhibits shown within
this section including a Sherman Mk IV, front
fuselage section of a Lancaster, British 25 pdr
gun, German 88mm gun and a Type Gt7e
Torpedo.

Snipers smock from WW1, somewhat spooky!

Also, on this level is an exhibition titled ‘A
Family in Wartime’ that details the lives of
civilians during the Second World War. Several
galleries have been constructed to show the
layout of a typical family house during this
time.

Heinkel 111 Instrument Panel.
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Japanese Zero fighter recovered from seabed.

Level 2 has two exhibitions, the first titled Secret War details the story of MI5, MI6, SOE’s wartime
exploits and the role of the SAS since it’s formation from the LRDG in the Second World War. The
second exhibition
entitled Peace and
Security 1945-2014
details some of the
issues that our
armed forces have
been involved with
since the end of the
Second World War.
Subjects covered
include the Nuclear
Arms
Race,
Northern Ireland,
Cold War, UN
peacekeeping
operations and the
Ferret armoured car used by British peacekeeping forces, Cyprus.
fight
against
terrorism
post
9/11. Some of the larger exhibits displayed within this section include a ‘Snatch’ Landrover, Ferret
armoured car, Humber ‘Pig’ APC and a variety of missiles such as the Lance tactical nuclear weapon
and the Exocet. Also, displayed is a section of twisted metal from the World Trade Center.
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Level 3 has a special
art exhibition titled
Age of Terror. Art
since 9/11.
On level 4 is The
Holocaust
exhibition,
the
most
thought
provoking of the
whole
museum.
Out of respect for
the subject you are
asked not to use
mobile phones or
camera’s
whilst
Interior rear cab, ‘Snatch’ Landrover.
touring this gallery.
It is split into two sections, the first explaining the rise of the Nazi idealism and the second section
detailing the treatment of the Jewish people and other persecuted groups. A particularly poignant
display is a large model of the Auschwitz concentration camp showing the sequence of events from
arrival in the camp until the gas chambers. This exhibit should serve as a warning to us all on the
consequences of any form of extremism.
The final level (5) has the Lord Ashcroft gallery and within it is the story of 250 recipients of either the
George Cross or the Victoria Cross. It details their stories and illustrates the extraordinary bravery that
these individuals displayed whilst undertaking their duties.
The IWM is certainly well worth a visit if you are in London. There are many interesting exhibits
displayed and The Holocaust exhibition will certainly leave an impression on you which of course is
the point.
One point to be aware of is that many of the galleries in terms of lighting are quite dark and the copious
use of spotlights can make taking photographs a challenge.
TRAVEL DETAILS

Address:
IWM London
Lambeth Road
London SE1 6HZ
Nearest underground station is Lambeth North (Bakerloo line) which is a five-minute walk. For those
travelling up by train from the south coast the museum is approximately a 15-minute walk from
Waterloo station.
Opening hours 10am-6pm, admission is free although you will have to pay to access the special
exhibitions.
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View of the Spitfire from Level 3.

SOMETHING FOR THE WEEKEND?
WILL BOOTH

My daughter gave me the Weekend Eduard
1/72 Spitfire for Christmas. It’s a beautiful kit.
As you can see you get everything in the
profipack except for the etch and the masks.
There are only two alternative colour
schemes.
The kit has some 160 odd parts, though many
are spares or duplicates. The main sprues are
dedicated to the model type (early XI, VIII, XVI
etc), whereas the other sprues are for minor
details such as guns, drop tanks and are the same for each boxing. Often there are alternatives such
as the frame behind the seat, for use with or without etch. The clear parts also cover all planes, so
you get various gun sights, open and shut canopies, as well as bubble tops.
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As my previous XVI the kit assembles beautifully. Parts almost click together and hardly any filler is
needed. I have a suspicion the moulds may be wearing as there was a whisper of flash not seen on
my earlier kits! Anyway the build-up is usual, starting with the cockpit, which takes a while with the
pre-painting. Then the putting together of the main airframe is easy and quick, especially without the
etch complicating things.

Issues with the kit? Just the same as the profi versions really, i.e. nothing much. The infamous cowling
top seam doesn't bother me but the trailing edge where Eduard probably want you to cut the lower
wing parts for etched flaps do! I struggle with the lack of demarcation for painting the tailwheel.
Less than two weeks after starting the kit is ready for paint. Maybe some will be on the plane by our
meeting on Wednesday. As for the "weekend" aspect, it took me most of that to prepare, paint and
assemble the cockpit...
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CLUB DIARY 2018
2018
January 20th

Late Club Night (Photo Night)

February 7th
February 21st

Early Club Night
Late Club Night - AGM

February 10th /
11th

Bovington-Tank Museum Model
Expo

March 7th
March 21st

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

March 3rd

Aldingbourne Modelex

April 4th
April 18th

Early Club Night
US Competition

April 14th
April 22nd

Poole Vikings Show
Milton Keynes Model Show

May 2nd
May 16th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

May 5th

Tangmere Museum

June 6th
June 20th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

June 2nd

IPMS Salisbury Show

July 4th
July 18th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night (US Competition)

July 14th

ROMSEY MODELLERS SHOW

August 1st
August 15th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

August 12th
August 18th

Avon Model Show (TBC)
Boscombe Down Show (TBC)

September 5th
September 19th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night (Vintage Model
Competition)

September 15th

IPMS Farnborough Show

October 3rd
October 17th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night(Photo Night)

October 13th /14th

Bovington Autumn Show (TBC)

Early Club Night
Annual Competition

November
10th/11th
November 18th
November 25th

Scale ModelWorld 2016

November 7th
November 21st

December 5th
December 18th

Early Club Night
Xmas Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday January 20th

Middle Wallop Show (TBC)
Bugle Call

(8pm to 10pm)

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Show Secretary
Competition Secretary

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tel: 01794 519153
Tony Adams
Tel: 07736555664
Paul Adams
Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208
Sean Summers

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Gray Sharpling

Will Booth
Karl Scammell
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FINDING US
Ampfield Village
Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

BACK ISSUES
For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2017
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